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Steffi Becker Dudley Bernice Big Bull Jessie Black Water Kim 
Black Water Heather Bliss Peter and Stella Chief Calf Natalie 
Creighton Lisa Crowshoe Rosaline Crow Shoe Shirlee Crow 
Shoe Francis First Charger Mary Fox Don Frantz Inge Genee 
Kristen Healy Rachel Hoof Beverly Hungry Wolf Janine 
Jackson Shelby Johnson Marie-Odile Junker Kaskia Many 
Chief Philomena Melting Tallow Madoka Mizumoto Mizuki 
Miyashita Madeline Neufeld Dan O’Donnell Claire Owen 
Mahaliah Peddle Peter Pankonin Robert Provost Nicole 
Rosen Blaise Russell Lena Russell Meagan Schritt Myles 
Shirakawa Conor Snoek Amanda Thom Carl Singer Shawn 
Singer William Singer III Joslin Smith Veronica Smith Delasie 
Torkornoo Natalie Weber Brittany Wichers Jo Ann Yellow 
Horn Pauline Yellow Horn Fernando Zúñiga
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Introduction
• Isolated attempts to write Blackfoot in 19th – 20th centuries 
by early traders, explorers and missionaries. Also 
adaptation of Cree syllabics (Frantz 1993).
• Roughly phonetic transcription systems used by linguists 
such as C.C. Uhlenbeck (1911, 1912, 1938) did not result in 
attempts to design orthography.
• First serious attempt at systematic orthography by Frantz in 
1960’s-1970’s (Frantz 1978, 1993, 2017).
• Frantz orthography officially accepted by Nation 
schoolboards in Canada in 1975 and used for most 
educational materials.
• Slightly different but related orthography in use in 
Montana.
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Linguistic principles of Frantz orthography
• Use only letters and symbols that are easy to 
find on typewriter or computer keyboard.
• Represent only phonemes, not allophones.
• Preserve morphological transparency where 
not contradicted by phonology.
• Optimize learnability for native speakers of 
Blackfoot whose primary literacy is based on 
English.
(Frantz 1978)
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Consonant /phonemes/ and <letters>
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Bilabial Coronal Dorsal Glottal











fricative /s/ = <s>
/s:/ = <ss>
/s::/ = <sss>
/x/ [ç] = <h> 
(post-
vocalically)
/h/ = <h> (word-
initially)
affricate /ts/ = <ts> /ks/ = <ks>
glide /w/ = <w> /j/ = <y>
Vowel /phonemes/ and <letters>
/i/ [ɪ] = <i>
/i:/ = <ii>
/u/ [o] [ʊ] = <o>
/u:/ [o:] = <oo>
/æ/ [ɛ] [e] = <ai> /ɔ/ = <ao>
/a/ [ʌ] = <a>
/a:/ = <aa>
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Community-based factors against 
orthography adoption
• “The main non-linguistic factor in orthography 
development is social, political, and cultural 
acceptability. […] If a community does not approve the 
orthography, then it will not be used and will therefore 
fail” (Jany 2010: 235).
• Frantz orthography was not developed in consultation 
with community; often referred to as “the linguistic 
system” or “the standard system”. 
• Alternate impressionistic systems often referred to as 
“phonetic writing”.
• Nevertheless widespread consensus that education 
system should work with the standard we have.
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Linguistic factors against orthography 
adoption
• Speaker and learner intuitions about value of 
letters entirely based on English.
• Linguistic “internalized colonialism”: English 
values of letters are considered “the right 
ones”.
• Impressionistic spellings show this clearly:
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Blackfoot word Meaning Frantz spelling Impressionistic spelling
[ni:stʊ́] ‘I, me’ niistó knee stew
[pí:ta:] ‘eagle’ píítaa bee dah
[a:kí:] ‘woman’ aakíí ah ghee
[ka:áxs] ‘my grandparent’ kaaáhsa gaas
[kuʔtsɪś] ‘your (sg) hand’ ko’tsísi goot tsis
[kɪtxpó:si:mɪn:o:n] ‘our (incl) cat’ kitohpóósiminnoona
ghit boo seam min noon 
[kɪtá:ksowato:ʔp] ‘you (sg) will eat it’ 
kitáaksowatoo’paghit dawk ksou wa doop
[ɛ:́sɪmi] ‘s/he is drinking’ áísimiwa eh sim mii
[aká:ksɪmi] ‘s/he finishing drinking’ 
akááksimiwa aw kaa kis sim mii
[nɪmá:ta:ksim] ‘I’m not going to drink’ 
nimáátaaksimi nimah dawk simm
[ɪs:ʌpó:mxksɪka] ‘Crowfoot’ issapóómahksika CHAPO-MEXICO
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Linguistic challenges in standard 
orthography
• Oral stops: unaspirated /p/ /t/ /k/ sound like /b/ 
/d/ /g/.
• Velar fricative: /x/ not in English; several 
allophones incl. [ç] [ʃ] [s]. Also [k] in younger 
speakers.
• Glottal stop: /Ɂ/ often not heard because not 
phonemic in English.
• Geminates: often not heard because length is not 
distinctive in English.
• Vowels: all IPA-based vowels are counterintuitive 
to speakers of English.
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Linguistic challenges in standard 
orthography
• Pitch accent: has different acoustic effect than 
English stress and is therefore often not heard 
reliably (Miyashita & Fish 2017; Fish 2018); not marked in 
standard orthography, but would be helpful for 
learners.
• Spacing: long words are hard to read; speakers 
often insert spaces between syllables.
• Variation: how to balance need to respect 
individual and dialect differences with need for 
consistent representation.
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Mitigations in Blackfoot Digital 
Dictionary
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Mitigations in Blackfoot Digital 
Dictionary
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1. Relaxed search
2. Pronunciation guide / alternate spellings
3. Multiple audio files
1a. Relaxed search (current)
Current default relaxed search in Blackfoot-to-
English search bar ignores 
• pitch accent marks
• geminates
• glottal stops
Typing ottaass, o’tas, otas will all bring up óta’s
‘mount’.
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e, ee i, ii
u a
x ks
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1d. Relaxed search (future): 
not currently solvable
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• <ah> for /a:/ instead of /ax/, e.g. bee dah for 
piitaa
• <aw> for /a:/ or /ɔ:/ instead of <aa> or <ao>, 
e.g. nimah dawk simm for nimáátaaksimi
• missing <Vh> = /(V)x/, e.g. nit boos for 
nitohpoos, gaas for kaaahsa
• <y> for <i>, e.g. hunya for hannia
• and many other spelling variants…
2. Pronunciation guide
• Dictionary entries and sound files have additional 
field for alternate spellings or pronunciation 
guides.
• Benefit: shows respect for spellings used by 
respected speakers and teachers
• Challenges: 
– can potentially lead to unlimited idiosyncratic 
spellings with questionable benefit.
– can be confusing for new learners to have to deal with 
multiple orthographies.
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3. Multiple audio
• Strive to have multiple audio files for each entry 
and example.
• Benefits:
– De-emphasizes writing to focus on actual 
pronunciation
– Normalizes pronunciation variation in the presence of 
consistent spelling
• Challenges:
– Potentially unlimited: When is it done? When do we 
have enough recordings? 
– Resource / manpower limitations.
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Concluding remarks
• Adoption of standard orthography remains shaky even 40 
plus years after official adoption
• Contributing factors include general lack of Blackfoot 
literacy practices and knowledge of other languages
• Literacy practices and intuitions are entirely rooted in 
English
• Print literacy is not a priority to most Blackfoot speakers 
and learners, due to emphasis on oral language
• Blackfoot Language Resources and Digital Dictionary 
project attempts to mitigate some of the most obvious 
orthography challenges, but can ultimately not compete 
with lack of trained teachers and lack of community 
consensus and implementation.
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Kiannimayi, 
iihkakotsiwa
‘And that’s it, this is the end.’ 
(lit.: ‘it ceases boiling’)
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